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Embedded motherboards for extensive
remote manageability capabilities
By Jens Wedenborg, Kontron

Kontron embedded motherboards with Intel Active
Management Technology
offer a standardized platform
for centralized installation,
administration and maintenance of remote applications,
based on system inventory,
out-of-band management and
security management.

n A rise in the level of network integration
and growing bandwidth are paving the way
for increasingly complex, remote IT services
that make it easy for embedded users to monitor the status of their embedded devices and
take some action such as turn on/off, reboot
or re-install of software without leaving the
comfort of the central office. Parallel to this
infrastructural development, Intel Active Management Technology (AMT) has now become
available as part of the product offerings from
Intel. This standard base capability is being
offered now by Kontron in its embedded
motherboards with long-term availability. In
doing so, the foundations for comprehensive,
high-end service concepts for embedded computer devices are being laid. OEMs should
take a detailed look into these remote service
capabilities which accelerate services and reduce
service costs, and in turn support long-term
competitiveness.

In the high-end server world, it is already a
matter of course: remote management is a
massive help in terms of saving costs on installation, administration, service and maintenance.
With standardized platform interfaces, like
IPMI (intelligent platform management interface) for example, in and out of band (OoB)
remote management via the network is possible
from a central location - no matter where the
systems are located, or how many systems are
June 2010

Figure 1. The Kontron
KTGM45 embedded motherboard in Mini-ITX, Flex-ATX
and ATX form factor offers
high reliability, 7 year
long-term availability and
integrated Intel AMT 4.0.
administrated, whether they are easy or difficult
to reach. Operators save a great amount of
costs, when they minimize downtimes and are
no longer obliged to have an army of service
technicians on stand-by for on-site service
and can centralize their service, thus optimizing
existing capacities.
What does the situation, however, look like in
the world of embedded computing? Up to
now – apart from the application of highavailability platforms with IPMI support –
usually, at the most, software-based remote
condition monitoring and management solutions have been employed. The availability of
these and the range of functions are limited
though: as far as the client is concerned, a running operating system and an active software
agent are compulsory. But what happens when
a system crashes or does not boot? What if relevant software patches cannot be imported
during running operation? What if even the
worst case scenario occurs and malware gets
around anti-virus programs and spreads into
the network as recently happened at an energy
provider in Australia? If out-of-band capable
remote management solutions are not available,
then the answer can only be time- and costconsuming on-site services. Imagine a scenario
with hundreds or even thousands of distributed
systems enabled for remote management. It
is easy to see the scope for the total cost of
14

ownership reduction, and how much faster errors can be eliminated and production downtimes reduced. So it is remote access which
can be carried out without an installed or running operating system – or even with the computer switched off - that pushes services ahead
and consequently promotes the efficiency of
embedded applications. The (long-term) availability of Intel Active Management Technology
(AMT) makes this comprehensive coverage
possible.
The latest embedded motherboards – like
those from Kontron – support Intel AMT, an
integral part of current embedded Intel processors and chip sets, such as Mobile Intel GM45
Express or the Intel Q45 Express chip set. For
management communication, embedded motherboards can use the existing network connection, eliminating the need for additional cabling.
With this, Kontron standard embedded motherboards with Intel AMT offer a standardized
platform which enables the efficient and centralized installation, administration and maintenance of remote applications based on system
inventory, out-of-band management and security management. And for the first time this
comes with long-term availability. Especially
in distributed applications, for example automated check-in terminals at airports, remote
retrievable system inventory and access logs
are a great help if any installation or mainte-
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– no longer is an on-site visit necessary. These
actions can be carried out via Serial over LAN
(SoL) from a remote server. Even remote BIOS
updates are possible. Also, by executing a scan
over the network all AMT-capable systems
can be found and addressed, whether they are
switched on or off. This can, for example,
prove a great advantage for initial installations:
motherboards can be mounted and then
individually initialized into the application via
remote and automatic access.
Figure 2. The Kontron KTQ45 embedded
motherboard supports the latest remote management technology features thanks to Intel
AMT 5.0 and an integrated Intel trusted
platform module (TPM 1.2).
nance has to be carried out. Each time the system is booted all relevant details about the
current hardware configuration are stored on
flash memory that can be accessed remotely.
With additional software agents, the software
configuration can also be stored. Furthermore,
an access log is stored so that administrators
can carry out a remote error analysis and
identify solution possibilities faster. Even if
this means that BIOS parameters have to be
changed, firmware updates have to be installed
and energy saving modes to be adjusted or set

For industrial applications where downtimes
directly result in production losses, the application has to be up and running again as fast
as possible. For example, if a hard disk failure
occurs valuable time can be wasted waiting
for this component to be replaced. Via AMT
however the IDE redirection function can be
used: the client system is booted with a remote
image over the network and the application is
up and running again within the shortest
amount of time. The hard disk replacement
can take place at a later date. If data has been
damaged, it is possible to upload a new image
or import system patches via Ethernet, so that
an on-site visit is superfluous. Of course, Kontron boards with Intel AMT are by default
equipped with the functionality to provide a
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hardware-based, remote boot (Wake-on-LAN)
and client shut down. Providing such powerful
functions means, however, that security has to
be on the highest level so that the network
structure or application is not compromised
in any way. To support these individual software
security features, Intel AMT offers by default
a hardware-based encryption for safe communication, a clear identification of server and
client and protection of the whole infrastructure. Remote communication can thus be secured via the transport layer security (TLS)
protocol with 1536-bit RSA encryption. A
hardware-based agent-present check further
reduces the risk, so that the client cannot be
infiltrated by malware. If this should nevertheless occur, implemented security algorithms
make sure that the infected client is cut off
from the network, in order not to endanger
other systems. Still however, the client in question can be administrated via AMT and be remotely decontaminated. Motherboards with
Intel AMT boast security features which even
make them of interest for security-critical applications, for example, in the gaming, medical
and military markets. If embedded motherboards support Intel AMT in hardware and
firmware, then OEMs can realize their specific
remote management solution on the basis of
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term availability of hardware-based remote
management and this gives investments
additional security. Currently, for applications
requiring remote management functionality,
Kontron offers the KTGM45 and KTQ45, two
long-term available, embedded motherboard
series. The Mini-ITX, Flex-ATX and ATX series,
Kontron KTGM45, supports Intel AMT 4.0. It
offers with the Mobile 82GM45 graphics and
memory controller Hub and the Intel I/O controller hub (Intel ICH9M-E) a low chip set
TPD (total power dissipation of 14.5 watt)
and DDR3 RAM for energy-efficient, embedded designs. The Kontron KTGM45 motherboards support all Intel processors using the
PGA 478 socket up to the embedded 45 nm
Intel Core2 Duo mobile processor T9400 and
the Intel Core2 Quad mobile processor Q9100.
These boards also possess a new quality feature
in the form of polymer capacitors: by comparison to boards with conventional electrolyte
capacitors, polymer capacitor based boards
achieve a longer lifecycle and even at the highest
temperatures show little to no degradation.

this technology. Intel AMT is already applied
in the office area and there is already a wide
range of services and software. Software manufacturers like, for example, Checkpoint Software,
Cisco, LAN Desk Software, Microsoft and
Symantec support Intel AMT and offer complete software solutions. Additionally, Intel software development kits and reference applications are available free of charge as downloads.
Both in-house developments and completed
applications can therefore be realized with a
high level of efficiency. And as AMT-based solutions can be used on all applications, OEMs
profit from the high reusability. This additionally
reduces development costs and time.
With all the new possibilities that remote management offers, there is one thing that cannot
be carried out remotely: the exchange of components with electrical or mechanical faults.
With this in mind, a good remote management
system is of little use, if heterogeneous components and ones which are prone to failure are
used. Only if the hardware which is used fulfils
the highest requirement in terms of robustness,
quality and long-term availability, can service
assignments and costs be effectively reduced.
In contrast to conventional office boards, embedded motherboards can be employed in applications with environmental temperatures
of up to 60°C.

The embedded ATX and Flex-ATX motherboard family, Kontron KTQ45, is based on
Intel processors for the LGA775 socket. The
45 nm Intel Core2 Quad processor Q9400
with 2.66 GHz, 6 MB L2 Cache and a frontside bus of up to 1333 MHz marks the top
edge of the Intel embedded roadmap. But of
course also conventional processors up to the
Intel Core2 Quad Q9650 can be implemented.
With the Intel 82Q45 graphics and memory
controller hub and the Intel I/O controller
hub 10 (Intel ICH10DO) they offer 7 year
long-term availability for embedded systems.
Thanks to Intel AMT 5.0 and the integrated
Intel trusted platform module (TPM 1.2) they
support the latest remote management technology. The data protection engine which is
also integrated offers fast and secure hardware
encryption of all transmitted data, without
compromising the system’s performance.

Additionally, Kontron embedded motherboards
- thanks to strict test and quality methods - reduce the probability of failure and thus the necessity for service to the OEM system. With
multi-layer circuit boards designed for high
performance, Kontron ensures highest signal
integrity, lower emissions, improved signal
quality and supports the decoupling of the
power buses, which is reflected in the high
electromagnetic compatibility, excellent board
quality and performance of their embedded
motherboards. Recently one of the motherboards received the distinguished board design
award, Technology Leadership Award from
Mentor Graphics. The Technology Leadership
Award was first launched in 1988 and is the
oldest and one of the most renowned competitions in the EDA industry (Electronic Design
Automation). It commends engineers and
CAD designers who realize challenges when
designing complex printed board systems.
Along with the robustness and quality – and
in turn the higher availability of the applications which is attained - OEMs and operators
especially profit from the long-term availability
of up to 7 years which the boards offer in
identical configuration. Redesigns due to endof-life components play no role here, and this
makes the development of embedded applications more sustainable and enables a homogenous hardware structure. At the same time,
Kontron has for the first time provided longJune 2010
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To examine the cost advantages of Intel AMTbased PC hardware, Wipro interviewed 40
American companies in the POS market. Based
on the results of the Wipro study “Lowering
the Point of Sale System Support Costs with
Intel vPro Technology”, the company compiled
a model calculation for a chain of stores with
589 branches. With 1,900 installed POS systems
an annual saving of approximately 296 US
dollars per system is achieved with Intel AMT.
The largest saving of around 74 US dollars is
the increase in efficiency from eliminating severe hardware problems. The more efficient
solution of software problems accounts for 60
US dollars to the credit of Intel AMT-based
systems. Customers save 64.8 US dollars thanks
to the cost-saving Intel stable image platform
program (SIPP). Intel SIPP offers a 15 month
16
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across each year of the life-cycle of these products. This figure is the sum of the whole saving
of 762,840 US dollars minus the implementation costs of 103,831 US dollars. That totals at
232 dollars per system with AMT over four
years. Assuming that 39% of all systems are
still not attached to the network, then future
integration into the network and application
of Intel AMT technology would result in an
even higher cost-saving potential. Manufacturers who are not considering the network
integration and remote management of their
systems could in the long run fall behind.

compatibility guarantee of the hardware to
validated, customer-specific software environments. Assuming that the availability of embedded components has anyway to be kept
100% compatible over the whole lifecycle of
up to 7 years, then there is a host of reasons
for using long-term available embedded hardware. If on top of this the assumption is made
that embedded hardware has a much more robust design than conventional systems, then
also further costs can be saved when eliminating
hardware problems.
In order to measure the efficiency of Intel AMT
in the medical technology area, in 2008 and
2009 Wipro interviewed IT managers and experts of 17 different medical IT organisations
(Wipro whitepaper “Expand and Enhance
Health IT Capabilities While Reducing Healthcare Operating Costs with Medical Devices
Using Intel Active Management Technology”).
Wipro identified cost-saving potentials especially
in four areas. Firstly, a significant amount of errors can be solved remotely. Furthermore, AMTbased system inventory minimizes the work involved for the management of new patches.
Due to the standardization of the hardware
basis, further cost advantages are achieved.

To research the subject of Intel AMT in the industrial market, Wipro interviewed CIOs,
IT/MIS directors and managers of German
and Japanese companies with global operations
from representative areas such as automotive,
food, machine construction and semiconductor
production (Wipro whitepaper “Reducing Industrial PC and Embedded System Support
Costs with Intel vPro Technology”). In comparison to the examples reaped from the medical and POS markets, due to the large variety
of application areas and hardware platforms it
was not possible to obtain a representative
statement regarding the cost-savings per system
via AMT for the industrial area. However, the
factor production downtimes proved much
more crucial. Wipro calculated average costs
of 15,600 US dollars per hour, meaning that
the highest level of system availability is required. That AMT increases availability and
accelerates maintenance times is a fact. And
that makes AMT predestined for industrial
application. AMT really comes into its own
however when highly reliable embedded components are integrated. n

Moreover, the rate of return on medical equipment is speeded up due to minimized downtimes. The saving potential is based on an average medical IT company with 2835 systems
in the field, of which 61% are in the network
with an average lifecycle of four years. Effectively, using medical equipment with AMT
can save around 659,008 US dollars over a period of four years, assuming that the roll-out
of AMT-enabled devices is distributed evenly

Product News
n Beckhoff: TwinCAT PLC library for high-precision positioning tasks
XFC technology (eXtreme Fast Control) from Beckhoff offers a fast, high-precision control
and regulation architecture for machine builders. Through short I/O response times, XFC
enables increased machine and system throughput since signal delay times are significantly reduced. As a new development, XFC has been extended for motion applications with a new
software library for TwinCAT automation software.

News ID 10409
n Kontron: Embedded IPC with Celeron M and Desktop Linux
Kontron announces the fanless Kontron ThinkIO-Solo embedded IPC and the Debian Linux
desktop distribution for the ThinkIO-Duo/-Solo. The extremely compact and maintenance
free embedded IPC ThinkIO-Solo is equipped with an Intel Celeron M processor clocked at
1.06 GHz, 1 GB RAM, up to 4 GB soldered internal flash and 512KB non-volatile memory.

News ID 10400

More information about each news is available on
www.Embedded-Control-Europe.com/bas-magazine

• YYou
ou have to type in the
e “News ID”. —
17
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